Many proteins act on DNA for a wide range of processes, including DNA replication, DNA 7 repair, and transcription. Their time spent on DNA can provide insight into these processes and 8 their stability within complexes to which they may belong. Single-particle tracking allows for 9 direct visualization of protein-DNA kinetics, however, identifying whether a molecule is bound to 10 DNA can be non-trivial. Further complications arise with tracking molecules for extended 11 durations in cases of processes with slow kinetics. We developed a machine learning approach, 12 using output from a widely used tracking software, to robustly classify tracks in order to accurately 13 estimate residence times. We validated our approach in silico, and in live-cell data from 14 Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Our method has the potential for broad utility and 15 is applicable to other organisms. 16 20 times of DNA-bound proteins (DBP) can reveal important details on basic cellular processes such 21 as transcription, DNA repair, and DNA replication, at the timescales at which they operate [1-7].
Introduction 17
Quantitative information regarding the kinetics of a protein provides valuable insight in the 18 behaviour of the respective protein, as well as its relationship with other proteins in cases where it 19 belongs to a protein complex. This in turn may inform on the activity of the protein. The residence
Results

23
Random Forest for Single-molecule tracking classification 24 Machine learning (ML), and its branch of deep-learning, is a powerful tool for image 25 analysis and classification, with the most common implementation being supervised learning, 26 whereby a labelled training data set is given to the ML algorithm, which then builds a model for 27 subsequent classification [19, 20] . Our motivation arose from recognizing the limitations 28 associated with automated detection and tracking, and we wanted to develop a classification 29 method to compensate for these limitations. We recognized that a known DBP (e.g. histone H3) emulate the molecule going out of the focal depth of the objective. Under our experimental 23 conditions, E.coli cells have diameters of 0.7m, which is not far from the estimated focal depth 24 of high numerical aperture objectives commonly used in single-molecule studies (~0.4 m), so we 25 assumed molecules to be in focus, regardless of their z position [1] . We first constructed training 26 data sets from simulated data with 500ms exposure, no time interval, and a mean bleach time of 27 10s ( Supplementary Table 2 ). We had a stable, bound fraction (Diffusion coefficient (D) of 28 Dbound= 0.005m 2 /s, bound time >>> bleach time), along with a mobile fraction (Dmobile = 29 0.5m 2 /s) ( Figure 1D ).
We only considered tracks with ≥ 4 localizations, as it is difficult to discern the state of the 1 molecule for shorter tracks. In order to make use of a single training data set, instead of 2 constructing multiple training data sets for classifying data sets collected under different conditions, 3 we constructed two models: ML model 1 only has the speed variables and ML model 2 has the 4 speed variables along with maximum quality (Figure 1D) . We calculate the mean of mean speed 5 as well as the mean of maximum quality from the tracks classified as being bound in the training 6 data and use these values to scale the speed and quality variables, respectively, for data collected 7 with different time intervals and/or illumination intensities ( Supplementary Figure S1) . 8 The entire procedure for the classification of tracks for a POI is as follows: 9 1) We performed a two-component Gaussian mixture model (GMM) fit on the log of mean 10 speed, of all the tracks, and the component with the lowest mean is selected as representing 11 the immobile molecules. This step does not need to be robust as it will be used to do some 12 initial filtering for subsequent steps. 13 2) Using this value, we scale the speed variables accordingly, using the mean of mean speed 14 calculated from the training data, as follows: scale factorspeed = mean (mean 15 speedtraining)/mean(mean speedboundPOI). This helps to ensure the ML models can classify 16 tracks obtained from different time intervals than the training data. We then run the tracks 17 through ML model 1 for initial filtering. 3) From the resulting tracks, we calculate the mean of maximum quality using a two-19 component GMM, similar to step 1 except selecting the component with the higher mean 20 and use the same variable from the training data to scale the quality variable, similar to the 21 previous step. We then run the tracks through ML model 2 for final classification.
22
To assess how well the procedure worked, we quantified both the accuracy (proportion of tracks 23 accurately predicted to be bound), and the recovery error (RE) (the fraction of tracks known to be 24 representing bound molecules recovered by the classification procedure). While high 25 classification accuracy is important to ensure accurate estimation of residence time, we also 26 wanted to make sure that the recovery error is small, as single-molecule studies are often plagued 27 by low sample sizes thereby reducing confidence in the estimate [1, 14] . In addition, the out-of-28 bag (OOB) errors, equivalent to the CVE for random forests [22] , were estimated for each ML 29 model ( Supplementary Table 1 ). On test data, we obtained an accuracy of 0.96 and RE of 0.10 for the E.coli simulation, and an accuracy of 0.97 and RE of 0.06, for the budding yeast simulation 1 ( Supplementary Table 3 ).
2
Accurate estimation in silico of residence times under different conditions 3 Next, we tested how well the ML models would work on simulated data with different time 4 intervals and spot intensities ( Supplementary Table 2 ). First, we tested on data with a 1s time 5 interval and spot intensities the same as the training data set. The residence time was set to 8s, 6 while the bound fraction was set to 0.5. As Figure 2A (top) illustrates, we first calculate the mean 7 of mean speed of the bound population, in order to scale the speed variables. After the final 8 classification step, for both the E.coli simulation and the budding yeast, we were able to obtain an 9 estimate for the residence time that was within error of 8s (Figure 2A (bottom) ). In addition, the 10 accuracy values were 0.93 and 0.96, with recovery errors of 0.11 and 0, respectively, for the Ecoli 11 and budding yeast simulations ( Supplementary Table 4 ). We then tested whether we can obtain 12 an accurate estimate in a situation representing poorer image quality (e.g. lower spot intensity).
13
As Figure 2B (top) illustrates, we use the GMM fit on the max quality values to find an appropriate 14 scaling factor. After classification, we find that we can still recover an estimate of the residence 15 that is within error of the known bound time, for both simulations, with accuracy values and REs 16 similar to the previous condition (Figure 2B , Supplementary Table 4 ). 17 While a 500ms exposure helps to blur out diffusing molecules, it might be too long for 18 faster processes. Therefore, we constructed a training data set with 100ms exposure and tested on 19 data with a mean residence time set to 1s while the bleach time for this condition was set to 2s (20 20 frames) ( Figure 2C) . Once again, we were able to obtain an estimate within error of 1s, although 21 with lower accuracy and higher recovery errors than with 500ms, as one would expect under 22 conditions where the separation between two diffusive states is more difficult to discern. (Figure   23 2C). We tested this by changing Dmobile to 5 m 2 /s, and found the errors were drastically reduced 24 (Supplementary Table 4 ). We then asked whether the 500ms training data can be used to classify 25 the 100ms data, and surprisingly, we found that it still performed well ( Figure 2C) , with 26 comparable errors to the 100ms training data ( Supplementary Table 4 ). We also found that we 27 could get accurate estimates of the residence times of a heterogenous population of bound 28 molecules, where two distinct binding regimes are present ( Figure 2D) . We note that for the 29 simulation representing a heterogenous population of bound molecules, we had to change the bleach time to 10s, in order to recover the two binding times. As others have alluded to, detecting 1 multiple populations is highly dependent on acquisition settings which is why we had to change 2 the bleach time to recover binding times of 1s and 7s [23] . These results suggest that one can use 3 ML models constructed from a single training data set and use them for classifying tracks obtained 4 from data collected under widely different conditions, along with obtaining accurate residence 5 times of homogenous and heterogenous bound populations.
6
Experimental validation in E.coli 7 We then wanted to determine if our approach could work with estimating residence times Figure 3A) . 12 Although we had initially used this strain for photobleaching correction in [1], we decided to use 13 it for constructing a training data set as well. The LacI data used for the training data was collected 14 with 500ms exposure, as fast as possible.
15
Once the ML models were constructed, we asked whether we could get an accurate 16 estimate of the residence time for E.coli DNA polymerase, PolIII, for which we had previously 17 reported to have a residence time of around ~10s, [1]. We reanalyzed a dataset from [1] taken of 18 the PolIII subunit, ε, also tagged with mMaple (dnaQ-mMaple), to determine if the ML approach 19 could give identical results ( Figure 3B ). We found that we were able to recover an estimate of 20 the residence time that was very similar to the previously reported estimate ( Figure 3C ), and with 21 small confidence intervals, confirming the robustness of our approach in estimating residence 22 times of DBP in E.coli. 25 We asked if our approach could be used in live haploid budding yeast. HaloTag) and to segment nuclei in order to isolate tracks found only in nuclei, we tagged 9 proliferating nuclear cell antigen (PCNA) with mNeonGreen and acquired a z-stack in the green 10 channel prior to acquisition ( Figure 4B) . The resulting z-stack went through a smooth manifold 11 extraction (SME) process for better image quality of the nuclei [28]. We chose Top2 as mammalian 12
24
Estimating Residence Time of Topoisomerase II in Budding Yeast
Top2 enzymes have been reported to be dynamic and can complement Top2 function in budding 13 yeast Δtop2 strains, suggesting they function similarly, albeit with the possibility of slightly 14 different dynamics [13] . We collected the data under the same acquisition settings as H3-HaloTag.
15
As indicated in Figure 4B with the red arrows, we could visualize dissociation of the protein under 16 our acquisition settings, suggesting it is dynamic. Following tracking analysis and ML 17 classification, we obtained an estimate for the residence time of Top2 of ~30s, consistent with 18 dynamic behaviour reported previously ( Figure 4C ). As one can notice, the spot quality in live 19 budding yeast, is of slightly poorer quality compared to E.coli (compare Figure 3B vs Figure 4B ), 20 but we surprisingly found our ML approach still worked quite well in this system, suggesting our 21 approach can be used in a range of conditions and organisms.
22
Discussion
23
Here we have provided a robust, easy-to-use classification approach that can be used on 24 long-capture single-molecule data, to isolate tracks of DBP in order to accurately estimate their 25 residence times. While there are alternatives to classify bound molecules such as estimating their
We do acknowledge the limitations with our approach, namely that in cases where the diffusing 1 fraction has similar mobility to the bound fraction, the error in classification will increase, although 2 this would likely be the case for most classifiers. Also, constructing training data sets manually 3 can take significant time and choosing the right parameter values for building random forest 4 models does require some expertise; however, our results suggest that once the initial models have 5 been created, they can be used across a range of conditions whether that be different exposure 6 times, time intervals, and data quality, not to mention the potential to estimate residence times in 7 a high-throughput manner for cases where one is interested in an entire protein complex. We thank Tatiana Karpova (NCI) for providing the yeast strains carrying H3-Halo and pdr5Δ;Luke assigned such that their initial locations were confined to the interior of their respective cell. A 10 weighted sampling method was used to assign their initial diffusive state.
11
To model fluorescent spots, a spot intensity was assigned at the center of the molecules 12 and using a standard deviation of 130nm, the intensity was spread across the region using a 13 Gaussian filter. In the case of the spots in the budding yeast simulation, the standard deviation The transition matrix for transitions to different diffusive states was: was added with a different bound time.
12
From the transition matrices and the respective probabilities, we would select the next state 13 using sampling from a multinomial distribution with the weights given by the probabilities. 
19
After each time step, the sum of the values of 10x10 array elements was taken to simulate 20 a 100nm pixel size and get a 500x500 pixel image. Subsequently, camera noise was added by 21 sampling from gaussian distribution with mean = 150 and standard deviation 20. To obtain images 22 of different exposure times, time steps were integrated (e.g. 100ms = 5ms * 20 steps of integration).
23
In the case of time intervals, we allowed molecule movement but no image formation until the 24 next image is taken. E.g. for 1s interval, a 500ms image was followed by 500ms of only molecule 25 movement but no image formation, followed by another 500ms image.
Construction of Top2-Halo 1
The Top2-Halo used in this study is from a BY4741 background. Plasmids used in this 2 study are derivatives of pUC18 (ColE1 origin, Ampicillin resistance); pTB16 carries mNeonGreen 3 and a downstream NatMX marker, while pSJW01 carries the HaloTag gene with a HygB marker. Transformants were screened for the presence of an insert by PCR using the indicated primers in 26   Table S2 .
27
Confirmed clones were then sporulated by taking 750 μl of a YPD overnight cultures, 28 washing 4 times with 1 ml sterile deionized water, then washing once with 1 ml of potassium 29 acetate sporulation medium (Kac), and finally resuspending in 2 ml of KAc and incubating at 25°C wish shaking. After 5 days the sporulating cultures were checked by microscopy for the appearance 1 of numerous tetrads, then 750 μl was taken and washed 3 times in sterile water before final 2 resuspension in 1ml water and storage at 4°C. For dissection, 45 μl of spores were treated with 5 3 μl of zymolase for 10 min, then tetrads were dissected on YPD plates to isolate haploids with the 4 tagged fusion. Genomic DNA was isolated from the haploid by vortexing the cells in the presence 5 of zirconia/silica beads, followed by phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation. The insertion site 6 was once again amplified using the same screening primers as above, and the PCR product was 7 sequenced to confirm that the tag and linker were both mutation-free.
8
The HaloTag haploids were combined with PCNA-mNeonGreen (from YTB31) and the 9 pdr5∆::KanMX deletion (from a haploid sporulated from YTK1414) by mating. To do this, 10 μl 10 of water was spotted on a YPD plate, and colonies from the Mat a and Mat α haploids to be 11 combined were mixed together into the water drop and incubated at 30°C overnight. Cells were 12 then restreaked on an auxotrophic -Met-Lys plate on which only the mated diploid could grow.
13
Diploids resulting from a mating were dissected as above, and eventually haploids with all three 14 markers were isolated and used for imaging. was used to form tracks with costs on quality ranging from 0.1-0.5. We set a gap frame of 1 to 27 allow temporary disappearance of the molecule, and track merging and splitting was allowed in 28 cases where multiple molecules crossed paths with one another.
29
To isolate tracks found only in cells/nuclei, we used the binary images to locate tracks whose mean 1 positions coincided with values of 1 in the binary image.
2
Machine Learning and Tracking Analysis 3
All machine learning and subsequent analysis for estimation of residence times was done using 4 Matlab.
5
To construct training data sets, we had binary classification, with a value of 0 assigned to false 6 positive/diffusing molecule, and a value of 1 to a track representing a bound molecule. We 7 manually looked at the raw image data to determine if the molecule appeared immobile.
8
For the learning procedure, the "TreeBagger" function in Matlab was used, representing the 9 random forest algorithm. The hyperparameters that were adjusted were: InBagFraction 10 (representing the fraction of the training data given to each tree), MinLeafSize (minimum leaf size),
11
NumPredictorstoSample (number of predictors to sample at each node), and NumTrees (the 12 number of trees to construct). The hyperparameters were adjusted until the best OOB error was 13 achieved.
14 For GMM fitting, the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm was used.
15
After the final classification, we analyzed the tracks to extract residence times. 16 We then fit the track durations of the remaining tracks with a truncated exponential model, 17 to compensate for discarding short duration tracks, using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) 18 through Matlab's "mle" function, to calculate the mean track duration. where is the mean track duration, and is the truncation point. For photobleaching controls, this 22 was equivalent to estimating the mean bleach time.
23
The 95% confidence intervals were calculated by bootstrapping 1000 samples. Bound times were 24 calculated using the following equation: With 10% variation allowed for the ℎ estimate, in order to obtain biologically sensible results.
7
To check for two-exponential mixtures, the track durations were fit with the following two-8 exponential model: Tboundψ), is the mixture proportion, and is the truncation point.
13
The lower and upper bounds on the two binding timescales were 0.0001s and 6000s, 14 respectively, while allowing for a 10% variation in the bleaching estimate.
15
To check for overfitting and to identify whether the two-exponential model significantly fit the 16 data better, we used the BIC test and the Loglikelihood ratio (LLR) test, as described in [1] . We 17 looked for cases when the two-exponential model estimates did not simply return the lower and/or 18 upper bounds as this would indicate that no physically sensible solution was found. 
